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The four papers in this colZection focus on
cross-cultural concerns related to_literature and iteracy. The first
;apex discusses the development of children's literature as a field
of study .,and describes the emerging ihterJst in children's
literature as reflected' in library collections, exhibits and-book
fairs, profess -ionalcOnferences0 professionil literature, and teacher
education- prcgrams around'the-world.-The second-paper explores the

_7-problems- donnected:with the translWon of books for. children..: It
deStribes the problems involved in the selection of books; the
quality of the translation, and; the difficulty in reviewing
books. The paper stresses 4e importance of making books from all
countries available to all children in order to help them understand
and appreciate the cultural diversity of the worlch The third paper
reprints on the use of children's literature in early childhood
education in Japan and describes how literature is used in'the
schools to suPport the social and cognitive development of young
-children.,The final -paper focuses on what various countries are doing
to promote reading among chi
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dten, as well' as" the general public. It

1\desCribes book protion-pro ects and designed to develop
difelongreading habits. (PL
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Forewo

The Role of Literatute an R iling Inatiudion:-Cross:Cultunil
/I iews . vot n a series of three titles selectedV is

from paper_ eveizth IRA World Congress on
Reading in y, in August 1978. Dorothy S.

of the Association, .and Chain
id the- rietrEdittii
In offering this book to its membership and to others

concerned with the Pramotion of literacy throughout the
'world, the International r Reading Association presents a
powerful statement of conditions which must be met' for
optimal learning and for niaintenance of the reading habit.

Each paper is, in itself, subStantive , and thought ,

provoking. The combination of papers sets off echoes. and
awakens inferences as one reads, so that the facets of meaning
flash and re4eal themselves while possible solutions to
problems begin to unfold in the rea 't mind. Wily net this?
Wry not that?

A number of slim books have moved their reader
shape history by improving the hurrian condition. It is in
sense, that of starting readers to .think and act and inv9Ive
others, that this book will prove its power and we the readers,
our constructive, creative, global wortir.

Philip Morrison of bar, cominenting on the nature of
civilization in a televised lecture, "Tertnites and. Telescopes,"
said that termites would never in the length of time left to the
universe change their architecture; alter their habit of eating
injured fellow workers; or learn to speed up their work with
language, written records, and mathematics. Although we,
have all the time in the world, human misery stemming from
illiteracy 'can't !fait. Human beings must be in a hurry.
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now plays them false.

In spite of these difficulties, let it be acknowledged that
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pecial training_ sponsored by their governments. Not only do
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and larger units within the context of, the original language
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language- into graphic forms. Teachers trained in linguistics
help children write: their own stories and.Pnems in their own
language so or the first time, the Children see (e
equivalent of the speech in written forni. Their parents both
teach and learn with them to the extent that they are free to do.

How are boas transported to readers in remote places?
In Nepal they may' come by aerial cable, as do the fruits and
vegetables from milder climates and loWer elevations; they
may be dropped by helicopter; or they in4 arrive by plane
when roads are impassable. For delivery ,to nomadic tribes,

. such as those following reindeer herds in Lapland, a
bookmobile or sled-mounted. library classroom trails the
processiorr.

Somewhat the reverse of this plaii of bringing the
books to the remote area is the Thai-Hill/tribes Foundation plan
at tThe Farm in Chiengrai. Villageri- accompanied by their
childzed take turns traveling down to Chieng-mi. There at a
special school they learn to produce salable items from their own
traditional handcrafts and extend their knowledge of good
health habits 'and agriCulture. As nomads they could deplete,
the fertility of.die soil and move every few "years to another
place. But now that land. is in more demand; it is time to learn
more economical ways of maintaining and cultivating what'
they.. have This project, is one of the many charities of the
Princess Maher ,(the wing's Mother).

Some tribes had a tabOo against reading because it'kept,
the reader from socializing while others danced and chatted
and played games and 'sang in free time Nor was anyone to
read, for goo less' sake, wheh every 'able-bodied person-was
working simpry to survive. l'eading is more sociable now oh
the *del farrrrin Chiengrai. With their own hands and many
of their own ideas, the hill people have hnilt a reading room
next to the School. Association members and others hive sent

,'-books and given financial support to the reading room. Nakorrt.
Pongnoi, an IRA member, has been,the on-site developer of.the
reading room for the PrincessMother, continuing his respok:
sibility for the entire farm plan, a notable one for educators.

In the United States, schools' are the most vital
ti -channels for the spreading 'of literature. Among the e;xcep

tional educators who have devoted themEielves to readers and
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therapy is said to be found in the tonrational add
curative forms of artstorytelling from old cultures, dancing,
and singing:of the music brought on the wind. This load of
meaning in existence is everywhere in the collective uncon-
scious.. I

e above notes paraphrase not too well what Van der
Post said miwinily that de4y. The faces of his listeners were
beautiful with their involvement. IfdesCendints of the Pint
People had indeed been in the , could they have been \

identified by an appearance of dreater involvement?
1 Congratulations to thereaders of this foreword on being

about to read a most stimulating and significant publication
whose editori and authors are distinguished leaders in their
fields. Good company!



e papers included in this collection were originally pre-
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old 'Congress on ding which Was held in Hamburg,
y, in . The authors focus on cross-cultural

tureiand-literacyeln-the-first.paper,-----,
en Huns discusses the development ofthe field of children's

terature as a separate, field of study. HMIS describes the
erging interest in children's literature as reflected through

out the *Old in libraries, and library coIleciions; at exhibits
and boOk fairs, at profeSsional conferences and seminars, in

fessional literature, and inleacheredUcation programs as a
reservice rettaiiiiiint elictife and is a topic-for-graduate

research.
na Sutherland explores the many problems connected

e translation of books for children. Problems involving
on of ks, the quality of translation, and the

reviewing such books are described. Despite the
use difficulties, Sutherland stresses the importance of

g books from all countries available to all children in
help them understand and appreciate the cultural
of ourworld.

!'i'akeshi lzunioNs report on the use of children's
retire in early childhood education in Japan is based on the

search results of the Child Edudation Research Department
of the Tokyo Municipal Education Research Institute.Izumeji
describes how literature is used in the school setting to support
the social and cognitive development of young children.

In the final paper, Ralph Steiger focuses on what
various countries around the world are doing to promote the



reading habit among school children and the genertil citizenry.
Book promotion projects and programs designed to develop
worthwhile reading tastes and a permanent interest in reading
are described. According to Staiger, we have a responsibility to
go beyond tgaching individuals how to read to insure the
development and appreciation of the value of reading in a
democratic society.
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forum for -a wide spectrum of opinion on reading. This policy permits divergent
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ture," according to one dictionary, is " writings in prose
..having excellence . of form or universal interest

man." Literature for children includes such writings
y .for them, plus writings they have appro-

o It includes those litexary works children
can read for themselves or can understand at their levels of ,

maturity. Literature for children is part of the ongoing stream
of literature in general and, as such, deserves the same
recognition, dihity, and serious study as that accorded any
field of literature.

A "discipline" is "a branChlqf instruction or education,"
and while 'children's books liave been published for centuries,
literature for children, as a branch. of instruction or separate
field of study comparable to that of Renaissance Literature or
The ModernNoveLhas been slow to evolve.

Upon analysis, four 'stages become apparent in the
development of any new discipline: 1) the creation of a unique
body of knowledge, 2) the establishment of standards, 3)
recognition by peers and colleagues, and 4) acceptance by the
academic world- These stages are not discrete aild not
completely se

e
ential, for activities` overlap between stages

and some dev opments occur simultaneously. Nevertheless,-
all etem necessary in the process.





The Bodj, of Knowledge
The development of a uhique body of children's

literature at the international level A-dependent in part upon
what is done nationally. The establishment of libraries and
special collections, the. publication of profeshional books, and
the mounting of exhibits all allow a country's literature for
children to be viewed as a whole.

Libraries and collections
Libraries like the Interrational YOuth Library in

Munich provide an international overview. This library wu
founded in 1949 by Jella Lepman, who was self-exiled from
Germany and became a British citizen. After World War II, shy
returned to her homeland and, because she had a deep and
abiding conviction that children throughout the world must
develop true understanding of one another and that this could
be effected through children's books, she developed the IYL.
The Library is now an associated project of yNEsco and houses
approximately 200,000 volumes in about 50 languages;
including the complete book collection of the International
Bureau of Education in Geneva. Publishers around the world
send their pry tions free of charge in order to keep the
collection up-to-date.

Another international collection of children's books is
maintained in New York City at the United Nations Interna-
tional Children's Educational 1 .ad (UNICEF) Information
Center on Children's Cultures. Other libraries and centers
often include a limited number of foreign books; for example,
the Osborne, Lillian H. Smih, and Canadian Collections in
Toronto, Canada and the Institute for the Intellectual
Development of Children and Young Adults in Tehran, Iran,

Several countries support documentation centers that
house their complete 'production of children's books. Among
these are`Centro Diddatico Nationale di Studi e Documentazione
in Florence, Italy; the Educational Materials Review Center
(EDMARC) in Washington, D.C.; and La Joie par les Livres in
Paris, France. The year's production of English books can be
seen at the National Book League in tendon and if present
plans materialize, Dromkeen Homestead (near Riddell, Victoria)
eventually will serve as a documentation center for Australia.

Hu us



(Dromkeen was purchased in 1973 by Court and Joyce
Oldmeadow and first opened in October 1974. At present, the
collection contains approxithately 1,500 Australian children's
books, several hundred original illustrations., manuscripts,
and artist's mock-ups. In 1976, the Oldmeadows received the
Eleanor Farjeon Award for their contributions to children's
literature, the first time the award had been given to someone
outside of England.)

Specialized collections like those of the Grimm Museum
in Kassel, Germany; of Hans Christian Andersen's works in
Odense, Denmark; of the Johanna Spyii,Foundation in Zurich;
and of the Pinocchio Monument in Collddi, Italy, also provide
material for study and comparison.

Professional books
Books that organize the fief of children's literature

have helped define the body of knowledgebooks likelVlay Hill
Arbuthnot's original Children aruiRooks, which stood alone in
America for so many years or more recently, John Rowe
Townsend's Written for Children: An Outline of English
Language Children's Literature.

Books that trace the historical development in an area or
a country also contribute. Among these are Bettina Harlimann's
Three Centuries of Children's Books in Europe; -the works of
Marcus Crouch, Frank Eyre, and Percy Muir in England;
Cornelila Meigs and others in the United States; Sonja
-Hagemann in Norway; Eva von Zweigbergk and Mary 0rvig
in Sweden; and H.M. Saxtly in Australia. Iceland, Denmark,
Germany, and other countries have similar historical accounts
which provide the serious student with a perspective of the
field.

Exhibits and fairS'
While the transient nature of fairs, exhibits, and

festivals prohibits prolonged study, they do provide sources of
up-to-date inforMation and an opportunity for cross-national
comparisons, and their published catalogs have utility for
those who cannot attend in person.

The Children's Book Fair in Bologna, Italy, each April
and the fell'. Frankfurt Book Fair allow representatives of

literature for Children



many countries to tliplay children's books of the past year and
offer an opportunity for editors and publishers to become
acquainted, compare notes, and negotiate exchanges and
translations.

- The International Book Festival in Nice, France,
sponsored by the City of Nice, was first held in 1975 on the
theme "I cpn read. ,.and after?" And the Biennale of
Illustrations Bratislava (Czechoslovakia)-which is held in
odd-numbered years attracts beautiful books from both East
and West. .

Approximately ten dxhibits per year are sent on tour by
the IYL. These present an international view of a specific
theme, the best books from one country, or the complete works'
of an author or illustrator of international renown.

C011ections, professional books, and exhibits help,
create the corpus of literature for children at the international
level. A definitive account of the international scene, however,
is yet to come.

The Establishment of Standards
The second stage in development is the establishment of

standards, and a regular plan far writing and sharing critiques
must be established. Conferences and seminars where books
are discussed and evaluated, journals that carry critical
reviews, and the distribution of annotated lists of recom-
Mended books are ways that call attention to the best books
and, through the critiques, set up standards of quality.

Conferences and seminars
International conferences and seminars offer oppor-

tunities for presenting critical studies; for discussing stan-
dards; and for meeting authors, illustrators, booksellers,
publishers, and others interested in producing good children's
books. Perhaps the best known of these meetings is the annual
Loughborough International Seminar on Children's Liter-
ature. The Loughborough Technical College Library School in
West Bridgeford, England, sponsors the seminar, lld each
year in a different country with registration limited 13 insure
international representation.

Huus



..( The Intemational Institute for Children's Literature
and Reading Research, based in Vienna, Austria, holds an
annual Conference, usually in an attractive setting outside the
city. TheInternational Board on Books for Young People (MMMY)
holds congresses biennially. Recent congresses were held in
.Rio de Janiero in 1974, in Athens in 1976, and in Witrzburg,
Germany, in 1978. The Beaton Public Library sponsors an
annual symposium on Children's Books International.'

The Australian National Section of WHY conducted a
1978 conference at Sydney University on the theme, "Through
Folklore to Literature." Speakers from England, Germany,
Japan, New Guinea, and the United States participated,

) giving the meeting an international flavor .

Other activities in the Pacific. area include the Pacific
Rim Conference on Children's' Literature, first held in
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, in May 1976. The first
Arctic Rim Children's Literature Congress convened in
Barrow, Alaska, in June 1977. Only children's literature
specialists from counties bordering on the t tic Ocean were
allowed to register, although some outsid were invited to
present papers or to observe. Also in 1977, the Upper Yangtze
River Children's Literature Exchange in the People's Republic
of China conducted a conference in honor of the forty-fifth
anrgyersary of the publication of Elizabeth Foreman Lewis'

- Youirg Fu of the Qppe, Yangtze.
In 1978, the Latin American Seminar on Children's

Literature was held in Rio de Janiero on the theme; "Realism
and Reality in Latin American Children's Literature." Also in
1978, the first International Conference on Children's Liter-
ature_ in Spanish was convened in San Francisco, California,
jointly sponsored by the Bay Area Bilingual Education League
(BABEL) and the University of San Francisco.

These conferences and seminars provide a forum for the
discussion and evaluation of children's books, which ulti-
mately influences the development of standards and the
upgrading of quality.

Journals
Only a few journals treat literature for children on the

international level, though national journals often carry
information from other countries.

ature for Children 5



Bookbird, now in its= eighteenth year, is a joint
publication bf IBBY and the International Institute for
Children's Lite mature and Reading Research (Vienna). It
contains critiearreviews of children's books, articles on the
status of juvenile literature in various countries, information
on authors and illustrators, and discussions of recurrent
themes in children's books.. It also presents a calendar of
events, news from the National Sections of ABBY, bibli-
ographies of-professional literature, suggestions of books for
translation, and lists of awards.

Childrenis Literature in Education: An International
Quarterly began in 1970 and for ita first three years was
published three times a year in Londoil. In 1973, publication
yeas moved to New York; in 1975, the journal beognie a
quarterly. It is confined to reports relating to the children's
ook world, primarily in England and America, and articles

treat topics similar to those in Bookbird, plus an occasional
researdr, report.

"Phaedrus: An International Journal of Children's
Literature Research, which was started as a Newsletter in
1973, is issued twice a year and contains research,'teports, and
extensive bibliographies of special interest to researchers and
college teachers of literature. Recent themed issues deralt with
juvenile literature in the urt, periodicals for children, and the
state of television in several countries.

Although national journals like the American Horn
Book, the Australian Reading Time, and the. Norwegian
Bokbladet sometimes contain articles on international thenies,
their main purpose is to consider their nation's publications.
Moreover, language barriers limit the usefulness of/journals.
Not enough exchange is currently available among continents
other than Europe, America, and the English speaking world,
but hopeful signs arvn the horizon for South America and
Africa.

Critical articles_ of books, and discussions of-
criteria provide an opportunity for individuals to compare their
evaluations with those of their counterparts in other countries.
As books cross international lines and meet the critics from

`other cultures, they stand or fall on their universal qualities.

I /
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Awards
International awards Rtimulate the production of books

of high quality by recognizing superior books in international
competition. Foremost are two Hans Christian Andersen
Awardsone for literary merit, first presented in 1956 to
Eleanor Farjeon of England for her complete works, and one
for illustration, first given'to Alois Carigiet of Switzerland in
1966. The IRA annual Children's Book Award recognizes a new
writer's first or second book from any country in.any language.
Laurence Yep's Drag_ onwings won the first award in 1976. The
Mildred Batchelder Award, presented annually since 1968 to
the "American publisher of the best juvepile book originally
published abroad in another language and -subsequently
translated into English," has international implications in the
selection of books to be translated, and two 'awards for
illustration are presented at the Buitislava i3iennalethe
'Grand Prix and the Golden Apple. TWo prizes are awarded at
the Bologna Book Fairthe Fiera di Bologna Graphic Prize for
the best children's and juvenile book and the Critici in Erba
Prize for the best illustaited book selected by a jury of children;
the International Book Award, first given in 1975 by the
International Book Committee; is for "outstanding services
rendered by a person or an institution to the Cause of books."

Conferences and seminars, journals and awards all
stimulate discussion and evaluation of the literature for
children and thus contribute to the development of-standards
of quality on an international level.

Recdgnition by Peers and Colleagues
The third requisite in the development of a discipline is

recognition by peers and colleagues. On some American
college campuses, the basic course in literature for children has
been dubbed "Kiddie Lit,"' which does little to enhance its
image as a serious study_ . Professional colleagues in other
departments sometimes react negatively when children's
literature is mentioned; nevertheless, acquainting others
(including the general public) with the field is a significant
activity.

.Literature for Children 7



Organizations

International organizations lend support in creating a
favorable image, and it is comforting to find others of like mind
who believe in the importance of good books for the young.

Foremost at the international level is IBBY, which was
started in 1953 as a dream of Jella Lepman. She called a
meeting of children's book specialists throughout the world,
and the International Board on Books for Young Peoplf was
burn as a forum for the exchange of ideas and experiences. The
organization is made up of National Sections in America,
South America,- and both East and West Europe, but not
completely yet in Afiica and Asia. The Sections are composed
of public institutions, organizations, and individuals inter-
ested in promoting children's books. Since 1976, Friends of
IBBY groups have been formed, thus extending the personal
involvement of members.

Other international organizations like the International
Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), UNESCO, UNICEF,
and the World Confederation of Organizations of the Teaching
Profession (wcoTp) support and promote Children's books
internationally in conjunction with, their other projects. The
International leadingAssociation, through its membership in
UNESCO'S International BoolkCommittee (formed in 1973), its
World Congresses, and its annual Book AWard, also provides
vehicles .for international exchange and recognition. The
Franklin Books program, a nonprofit organization, promotes
book publishing in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. It
concentrates on translating and publishing materialkin the
local languages and stimulates native writers.

In addition to library and educational associations,
groups of "bdok people" have alsci formed local and national
literature associations which support the international effort
and lend prestige to the field. While these may begin modestly,
their influence often gains momentumas in the case of the
Children's Literature Association of New Zaland, which now
has eight branches with well over a thousand webers,
including some from overseas. Japan has a Children's Book
Association; the Philippines, a group called PAMANA; and the
United States, a Children's Literature Assembly (an affiliate of
the National Council of Teachers of English) and a Children's
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literature Association, connected with the Modern Language
Association: These organizations keep their members in-

: formed about new books and other, developments in the field
and circulaie information to the general public.

Still another source of international information is
provided by the various children's literature tours sponsored
by universities or associations. 'his combination of study and
travel has widened the horizons of teachers, librarians, and
parents as they hear writers and artists speak and see libraries,
research centers, and authors' homes (foi example Beatrix
Potter's irk Near Sawrey. England). ,

The media also disseminates information about chil-
dren's books. France has a weekly televisiaz program
entitled, "Books for You," in addition to a weekly radio
program based on books for children. In New Zealand and
Denmark, occasional television programs review children's
books, interview authors and illustrators, and present discus-
sions. Sweden has a series of programs; and one of the Bourses
on "Sunrise Semester" in the United States de t with
'children's books and reading, Newspapers and peri = rcals in
several countries carry book reviews on occasion; Fiance has
five specialized and nine general journals that ca_ reviews
and articles.

Other types of activities include a seminar for parents
sponsored by the Institute for the Intellectual Development of
Children and Young Adults in Tehran,and the book promotion
program of the National Council of Cultural Affairs in Sweden,
which involves 100 titles of 1,000 copies each, organized into
packeta on.;48 different themes to be used with youth
organizations. In addition, lists of commended books,
sometimes with annotations, are prepared r larly by groups
such as the Schools Library Service in ew Zealand, the
documentation center in' Paris, the Sw sh libraries central
service organization, the National Book League in London,
and the Society for Children's Literature (Schweitzerische
Bund fiir Jugendliteratur) in Switzerland.

411 this activity by organizations and thernedia informs
not only those who work with children but the general public as

ell. And as people become informed, a recognition of the
nripohance of literature in the lives of children and young
people is likely follow.

Literature for Children



Acceptance by the Academic World
The fourth element in the development of a discipline is

acceptance by the academic world. Required literature courses
in the preparation of elementary school teachers, the establish-
ment of research centers, and the sponsoring of research
studies by universities are all indications that juvenile
literature is b6oining accepted as a legitimate field of study.

Teacher education
In the United States, many colleges and univeraiti

offer attleast one course in literature for children its part of the
teacher preparation program, but not all states require it for
elementary teaching certification.

In England, most teacher training institutions offer
some studies and all teachers' &lieges in Sweden include
children's literature in their education. The University of
Stockholm offers an interdisciplinary course on "Children's
Cultures" and the State School for Library Education, the
Swedish Library Association, and `the Swedish Institute for
Children's Books all arrange courses at one time or another.

In Denmark, two of the universities offer courses, but
most of the work in children's literature is given at the Royal
Danish School of Educational Studies and Denmark's Library
School. A few courses in children's literature have been offered
recently at the University of Geneva. In Poland, a course is
obligatory for students of Polish philology, pedagogics, and
preschool education.

\ Australian teacher training colleges and technical
institutes as well as the College of Advanced Education offer
courses and in N6w Ze4land, all eight teachers' colleges
provide lengthy CoursesTh children's literature. Most of the
colleges cooperate with neighboring universities in estab-
lishing B.Ed degrees with children's Iiirature as a degree
paper.

These few reports indicate a-growing trend toward
inclusioniof Nurses in children's literature at teachers' colle
and some universities: However, until literature for child
aqcepted generally by the universities in any given country,
can it rightly be characterized a "discipline''?
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R >search centers
An exciting and relatively recent develcipment is the

ests Ifitinniant of research centers for children's literature. The
Ins Lute for Youth Book Research was founded in 1963 at the
UrnUni ersity of Frankfurt, where each semester 400-600 students
are roiled..Doctoral studies have treated such topics as
"Gan = s and Cliques in Children's Books," "Discussions about
a Prb tarian Children's Literature within the History of the
Worke s' Movement," and "Fairy Tales as Educational
Instru entsThe Changing Theoretical Positions in the 19th
and, 2 th Centuries." Some research takes a pedagogical
directi n; some studies are historical-descriptive; some analyze
the ides logical content; and others.treat various genres.

e Swedish Institute for Children's Books, which was
opened o the public in 1967, serves as a documentation and
information center for children's books In 1975, the collection
'Contained approximately 20,500 Swedish children's books,
nearly 3,100 reference works oh international literature, and
approximately. 70 periodicals.. Several studies have been
published by the Institute, exhibits '. have been arranged,
consultant services have been for those planning
eminars, and c&ferences, 'and courses have been arranged

cooperatively with otber organizations.
To date, the activities at Drorkeen (the National Centre

for Children's Literature in Australia) haVe focused on making
Woks come alive for children. As many as 300 children have
attended a storytelling session, caul other activities incl e
puppet shows, visiting authors 'and illustrators, and 'special
speakers. While Ettomkeen has not yet beenUsed very much for
serious research, students are beginning to work with its
collection of Australian material.

The French Information and Dosnmentati&ri Center pn
Children's Literature conducts research in children's books
and also publishes a children's literature journal.

New research centers established- within the phst few
years include the Centre for Children's Literature gilt the
University of Haifa, the Center for the Study of Children's
Literature at Simmons College in Boston (with support from
the National Endowment for the Humanities),. and the
Children's Book Research Information Centre at the Univer-

.
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sity of Wales Institute of Science and Technology at Cardiff.
Still another is the Center for the Book in the Library of
Congress, which held its first seminar in April 1978 on the
topic, "Television, the Book, and the Classroom."

Although some of these centers and institutes also serve
as documentation centers, thfir chief function is to sponsor,
conduct, and report research. Their activities have lent
considerable prestige to tie field and, in Some countries, have
helped literature for children achieve a status approaching
that of adult literature.

University research
During the past ten years, research on literature for

children has greatjy increased at universities in it e United
States; as attested by the bibliographies published regularly in
Phaedrus. In 1976, IRA issued an annotated bibliography,
Research in Childrth's Literature, which inclUded studies
completed between 1960 and 1974. However, much of the
research remains on university shelves, unavailable for want
of publication.

Germany has a long history of research on juvenile
literature, as does the USSR. In other countries, research at
universities is just beginning; for example, the University of
Oslo in Norway, the University of Zurich, Massey University
at Palmerston North, and Auckland Unfversity, I ew Zealand.

Research organizations
In 1970, the International Research Society was estab-

lished, with its registration in Frankfurt, Germany. Its
purposes are to further research in literature, reading, and
related fields for children and youth; to provide exchange of
information and disCussion of theoretical questions; and,
where possible, to coordinate research activities. Membership
is obtainable only on a personal basis and is granted by the
Board. As of January 1978, the nearly 200 members came from
32 countries. Completed studies reported by members include
'she content and illustration of children's books, book distri-
bution practices, andthe reading of literature in the compre-
hensive school. This society offers an opportunity for cross-
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national studies as researchers from different countries
Correspond and consider projects of general interest.

The increasing acceptance of literature for children by
the academic world is indicated by the inclusion of courses in
teachers' colleges and universities, by the establishment of
research centers which are sometimes university based, and by
the increasing number of doctoral studies.. The new research
society provides the possibility for true international cooper-
ation, but its work has just begun.

Conclusion
This discussion has focused on four stages in the

development of literature for children as,it progresses toward
becoming an international discipline. The past decade has'
seen enormous progress, at both national and international
levels, and the future looks bright. The challenge now is to get
on with the job.
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e Problems of Translating C s Books

Zena Sutherland
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois I
United States of America

It is v easy to be lyrical about the advantages of making
books m all countries available to children, and the reason it
is easy is that those advantages are so obvious- as adults
dedicated to children's reading, we applaud cross- cultural
enrichment and the dissemination of the best in children's
literature; presumably it is the best that is translated and-made,
a part of the world's literature available to children. Second, in
a world in which'-inCreasing travel and rapidly expanding
colnraunications media 'liriirfg people into closercontact thin
ever before, translated books enable children to understand
and respect other cultural patterns, to empathize with children
of other countries, and to see the universal qualities of life as
well as the enthralling differences. Third, whether fiction or
nonfiction, books about other countries give factual informa-
tion; and such information is usually more reliable than books
written by outsiders about those countries. Such books also
lack the patrohizing tone that assumes a food or custom other
than one's own is quaint, exotic, or peculiar. Fourth, books
from another country may be of a kind or about a subject riot
available in one's own land. In sum, new horizons and new
bonds are acquired.

But are the best books always translated? And how well
are they translated? How are they chospn, and what problems
do they present? How are they' accepted? Who Eire the decision
makers in the long process of searching for and finding what's,
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to be. translated? Who is reSponsible for rejecting or,approving
the translation process? Let us first examine theft* of the
original authors, the editors who choose books for translatiOn;
an the translators.

The original author seldani has a. voice in deciaions
about translations. .Agreements are usually made between
publishers, sometimes among several publishers, who propose
a copubhshing venture that will cut costs. Authors may have
few rights, save for the fact that their permission is needed to
make substantive changes,- but they often have 'nts. If
the authors are familiar enough- with the language o read
translations of their books, it may be sadly evident that the
translator has been inept or the editor careless. A letter I
received from Spanish author Maria Luiea Gefaell de Vivanco
in 1970, says the following:

I feel deeply ashamed when I read the English, French, or Italian
translations of my books. 1 have always been so painfully faithful
when translating other people's books... that I cannot understand how
the coeditors [an Italian publisher] can be so inconsiderate. I work so
deep . seeking always a poetic and good language without rhetoric
that I could cry as I see translations as the ones of [a United States
publisher]. Where did... people find this translator, who does not know
a -bit of Spanish, and is capable of writing such enormous things as
the ladies were embroidering helmets" and calls again and again

"Don Rodriquez" to "Don Rodrigo"... and does not translate but only
"digest" in the worst way my books? I think that he United States are
full of people who speak Spanish well It should not have been difficult
for the sirs [of the U.S. publisher] to find one who at the same time knew
my language and a little history of literature.

Fortunately, Cervantes cannot see the sentence f found in a
badly adapted version of Don Quixote: "Don mounted his horse
and rode off..." nor Mark Twain see the copy of The Prince and
the Pauper I bought in Spain, the cover and title page of which
attribute the story to Mack Twain:

Of course such atrocities are not found in the majority of
translated booki, nor are they restricted to any country; they
are cited to show the pitfalls in translation. Most editors (and
translators) are conscientious and sensitive about the quality of
translation. But what and how do they decide to translate?
There is little question that editors rook primarily for good
books that lend themselves to smooth translation. If one
examines the kinds-of books chosen, it is clear that the majority
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public dow n (which includes most '
,L -netts won-, , s or received other

ble attentlop, series books, or books by authors who
dy sold well in tranelation,

0:airenUee of access are diverse: Editors see books at
exhibits, at conferences, and at international book

fairs:. they read publications like Bookbiiti (published by the
International Board on Books for Young People), especially
noting prise winning books; they receive suggestions from
ittvinslaters or from friends in other countries; they rely heavily
on personal visits and, once a relationship is established with
an editor abroad, there may be greemente on future options or
-firet refusal rights. If they are fortunate, editors nAgy have an
inhouse staff member who reads a foreign language, or they
may have access to a foreign language bookstore. They watch
reviews and bibliographies, and they consider suggestions
from literary agents.

ke a tentative ctFoeof a book has been made, the
(tor miiitit several -readers as to the Weiik's

literary quality and its suitability for translation. Next there is
the problem of choosing the translator. Lucky the editor who
can turn to a 'translator of established and deservedly high
reputation. Unlike the author, the translator will usually
prepare the entire manuscript, which means a major invest.

_ merit of time for both translator and editor, for the editing of a
translation can be a-very time consuming process.

The specific function of the translator is to produce a
version of the original work that vYill satisfy the editor and
editorial advisors "Tradfittore, traditore," says the Italian
maxim: To translate, is to betray. Certainly the heart of the
translation problem is to translate without betraying. What
makes it possible for translators to do this? It may seem
simplistic to say that they must know a second language
thoroughly, but those embroidered helmets remind us that it is
possible to publish a book in which that knowledge is lacking.
Translation should always be from the second language to the
native language so that translators can be at their most fluent
and idiomatic. Translators must make language flow, must
have a sense of style, must be able to write welland they are
far more likely to do this in their own language.
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ult problem is choosing the middle path
ween lit al canslation, which results in stiff often

. awkward-literal adherence to original, and a translation so
free that it loses all resemblance to the original and may lose
the precision of detail that gives form, structure, and color to
the book. The translator's obligation is to interpret the author
with integrity; kut to maintain that integrity, to preserve the
linguistic ,equivalents of the author's story, intent, and style,
means that the translater must be a channel, a sympathetic

terpreter.
Patricia Crampton (2) says the translator "must be

prepared, in fact it is his professi nal duty to prepare himself,
to be totally immersed in the intentions as well a_s the style of
the original author." This, Crampton notes, helps avoid
oddities of dialogue. Regardless of familiarity with a second
language, one must cop_ e with several kinds of obstacles. Each
language has its own pattern and cadence; what is poetic in
one may be sentimental in another. It is harder to translate
books for children than books for adults, since what may be a
mild hazard for an adult may be an obdiiiitte barrier for a child.

One such obstacle is practical: The translation of such
things as te s of measurement, slang,,currency, or titles for
which there a e no exact equivalents. A second is idiomatic
the interpre = "on of a colloquialism that, if literally trans-
lated, would lose or change meaning. A third is cultural. A
story written in a country that has a single religious or political
orientation may need amplification or editing tb be compre
hensible to readers in other countries. A fourth has to do with
latent content, those'references that are dependent on common
knowledge,,or shared heritage. This is noticeable in allusions to
childhood grimes and often is particularly acute in translafi g
humor, when comprehension often rests on oblique referen
as it does on an untranslatable pun on words.

Given all this, the translator must work slowly, seeking
for the exact word and the sensitive phrase, checking to make
sure there are no errors of 'fact or interpretation. And, since
translators are paid by the word (more specifically, by a set fee
per thoiliand words) it follows that the more conscientious
and therefore slowthe work, the less financially rewarding
per hour, unless there is a royalty or bonus arrangement with
the publisher.
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ilkis is done, the editor feces a job .

ting an original mannrip
ave seen a translation lauded as

knowing that. every-page
n .. This, of course, does not

a distipguislned roote ofna Mes knowii to everyone in
ession. Pat files correspondence testify, to their

conscientiousness,` their constant prebccuPStiOn
everything just right:,They are meticulous and
They will insist on reading proofs for which they

E

are not remunerated). They have the professional pride of the
foremost bullfighters" (2).

to the reviewers, who also play a role in the fate of a
bookhow do they judge? Not having read the
most cases, they must evaluate the book they see. If

sale to see the arrnatui'e of the original language
ruse of a literal rendering of phrase or an idiom, the book is

.fottitejlanelator's styie,lio*ever tood it m be in
g betweenhas at that point come beeen the reader an the
author. i f the dialogue doesn't have "I: natural flow, the

. reviewer may not know whether to attribute this to the author
or to the translator, but the dialogue still is not convincing.
Reviewers also judge on the amount or difficulty of material
that, in their opinions, should have been translated. Certainly

is reasonable to expect, in an edition' of an English book
published in the United States, that an English child will say
"lift" rather than "elevator," The context, however, should
make clear, wh'at a lift is it should not be necessary for the
translator to introduce an explanation. That's an example of
problems that arise when children share a common language.
It's not necessary to change terms as much as it is to clarify
them, and even that decision depends on context. If children of
other countries don't know what sauerbraten -is, it seems
sufficient if it is made clear that it is a kind of food.

Problems can arise even within one country. Jamake
Highwater (4), an American Indian, says in the preface to his
book, "At the core of each person's life is a package of beliefs
that he or she learns and that has been culturally determined
long in advance of the person's birth. That is equally true for
Indians and for white people. The world is made coherent by
our description of it Language permits us to express ourselves,
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but it so pi aceell on what we are Able to say." How mitch
more difficult it is rinslators to create a bridge When'the4'
two languages with which they- are 'working have little or
nothing in Common linguistically or culturally!

el rens s books are translated and the ehahnels by
which they ma have been brought to an editor's at ,tion
haVe been entioned, . but one must keep in min that
publishii a business. What's in it for the publisher? Formie

ing, diversity enhances the ,publisher's reputation; for
another, most editors of children's books have a sincere
interest in making it possible for children to hive the best
available literature. Yet they must keep finEincialfarictures in
mind; .every house limits the number of books it publisheS,
andespecially in 'smaller houses and in smaller countries
where the size of the potential readership is lithitedeach tune
an editor chooses to publish a translation, some other book will
not be published. That's why such an,editar may choose a book

aes been popular in the original. language rather than a book
that has 'received A prize for literary quality but that clearly
will appeal to azmaller group of readers than the popular book.

Alas, translated books seldom show an impressive
profit. In the United States, bookstores which tend to stock
mostly series, classics, winners of majOr prizes, and compara-
tively lightweight popular authors, seldom carry translated
bdoks. Less than 20 pipcent of the new books published each
year are to be-found in bookstores in the United States: And
txanslated books are new books. Why take a risk? The present
financial situati has affected translations as it has almost
every aspect of pu ishing, not only in the cautious attitude of
stores, but in the at phied budgets of the prime consumers of
children's trade oksthe libraries.

Another limiting factor is cultural disparity. Children
cannot absorb what they cannot understand. Faced with a
reader's report that a book would be incomprehensible, it is the
editor's decision to publish or ribt to publish. Or it may be that
the problem is complexity of style. Pondering the fact that
Virginia Hamilton was not published in Great Britain until
she won the Newbery Award (although all her Previous books
had been well received), John Donovan (3) says, "The
explanations for this reticence are very mystifying" and he
quotes such phrases as "very American" and "language
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(lioricr tic.". Yet 'there no doubt- that
'af thigrim styli staitfriting for children today,
e:poesibility that Bsh editors had not felt

thriv,a audience, for black books inhGreat
le\ for thejeW may appeal to -a
y country, that doesn't .lessen Ate

audience increases financial risk
and that means is less likely to be purchased'for
tramilation.

Countries that publish:few books may not be Meeting all
the reading needs of their children, so that editors.seek books
for franslation to fill the gaps. While the primary consideration
may beliteraiiqualitY, an editormay well choose a book for its
genre or the information it gives or .the' subject %with 'which it
deals in order to fill what the editor feels is an-unmet need.

In addition to the facts that there is little support in
bookstore for translated books; and that sales even to libraries

cOnslituta-the-znajoi-marketlor-childien's ,books, -

least in the.United. States) are unimpressive, publishers may
find that their profits cut due to disadvantageous etchange
rates: Mary Orvig (6), discussing ibonornic conditions in the
publishing of Swedish children's books, points out that
"Publishers have to Concentrate more and more on established
authors-and reliable types of books.7 What this implies for the
translated book is obvious.

Aase Bredsdorff (1) reporting on Danish publishing;
notes thE0 "... translations of cheap foreign series, for example
The Goldetil Boats, seriously ham our own production- of
picture books which are, necessarily, re expensiVe because
of the fewer copies printed." goes on to comment
that, in a country where pi comprise the most
valuable part of children's b uction, this was cata-
strophic. (Valuable indeed, with two Danish artists who have
won' the Hans Christian Andersen Aviard!) -Bredsdorff also
deplores the fact that so few English language,prize books are
translated. This, in a country in which most translations (es is
true for other Scandinalrian countries) are from either other
Scandinavian languages or English: in which the majority of
children's books are translations; and in which, with limited
publishing resources, "Every bad book excludes a good one."

In the same book (Translation of Children's Books),
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argaretha childt, 'editor ,at Bonniers,' notes that editors are
reluctant to try a book on faith but that often, after a boa

,apPearain translation in a major language, it will be picked lip
for tzanslation by publishere in other' Their reluttance
to take the initiative is based not only on the fact that
translationt may not, be profitable but that they -usually
involve more work for editors:because of a higher potential for
'errors:

The whole procedure of translation, in sum, seems
-fraught With risks and problems for the overworked editor and
the underpaid translator. Why bother? There are two good
reasons:, Books and children. All of US are concerned with
children, with what and how they read, with the possibility
that mediocre books contribute to reading reluctance, and with
how. reading may affect their lives; we are aware of the
importance of making books from all countries available to all
children. We want to help them become world citizens; to offer
them not just some but all of the best in children's literature.

There have been many developments that tend to make:: -
these goals more attainable. There is the increased attention to
children's books in international book fairs such as those at
Leipzig or Frankfurt, the evolution of such special events as the
annual children's book fair. at Bologna or the Biennale of
Illustrations Boatislava. There are such international centers
as the International Youth Library. in Munich or the
jnforniafion Centre on Children's Cultures in New York as well
as the many national centers that have international scope,
such, as the Children's Book in Stockholm. There is
11313Y (International Board on Books for Young People) and its
very useful publication, Bookbird; and there are all the
international activities of IBBY'S national sections. There are
lists of books recommended for translation (such as thOse
published by the American Library Association) and there are
ongoing projects in which books are chosen for donatiOn to
libraries in otl?er countries, particularly in the emergent
nations. There are the developing ,publishing industries in
smaller countries, with such catalytic agencies as the Inititute
for the Intellectual Development of Children and Youth in
Iran.
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ere is evidence of the growing recognition of the
portance of the work of the translator in the eitablishment
such awards as ..the Mildred Batchelder Award for

translation or the inclusion of translators on the list of Hans.
Christian Andersen honor books. There are the international
:Hans Christian Andersen. Awards and the many national
awards for which authors from other countries are eligible.
There are increasing numbers of organisations like the
International leading Alsociation that demonstrate concern
for the child's book as amecliumofculturalexchanle as well as
a shared literary heritage. -

In addition to all these expanding.areas, what more do
we, need? We need hetter press coverage of meetings; more
prizes and other events in the children'S book World; recog-

, nition by the larger 'literary .World of the iinportance of
children's literature; and bookstores that Itock more and better
children's books; including well-reviewed translations. We
need more parent groups like"the British "Books for Your
Children" program, more emphasis on children's literature in
training -programs for librarians and -,tenchers, stronger
translators' association_s, more editors who attended the book
fairs at both Frankfurt and Leipzig, and recognition of the fact
that improvements in any part of the children's book field can
contribute to other parts as well as the Whole. We should
remember that large countries need cultural infusion as much
as do small countries.

Jella Legman (5), founder of the Internationallioard on
Books for Young People and of the International Youth
Library, describing the early years of those institutions, .says
"In many parts of the world children were holding books in
their hands and meeting over a bridge of children's books.
And this was only a start." Despite all the problems inherent in
translation, children's books are a mighty buttress for that
bridge. And we see why when we look at the categories for the
Special Hans Christian Andersen Honors List for 1979, the
Year of the Child: international understanding, promoting
concern for the disadvantaged and handicapped, human
rights, getting to know one's own and other cultures, concern
for the environment, and peace. While such concerns are
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manifest in the books of all countries, there is surely no better
way to lead children' Coward international friendship and trust
than to foetter their understanding, throughi translated books,
of'the fact that such flee]) concerns are shared by children all

. over the world.
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The Use of pi Books for Education' of
Wren in ._erg
iirsery.Sehool .Japan

'Takeshi Izumoji
No. 4 Ohiai Mau
Ohinjuku, Tokyo
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Child Education in Japan
For urposes of this study, 'chil n were grouped into two

oriesinfancy (up to two years old) and preschool ages
(between three and five).

'A majority of Japanese, infants are reared by their
7-mothers at home. Recently, however, an increasing number of

mothers in 4apan have been leaving their children at 'day
nurseries in order td. work. Unfortunately, such day care
facilities are not yet sufficient in this country. Japanese
parents of children between three and five years i)f age tend to
eagerly send-them to kindergarten, chiefly for the education

ered by such insti tions.
About 64 perce (2,37 ,000) of those children between
and five years of ag go to kindergarten. There are

three year olds; 980, four year olds; and 1,260,000
6, based on the survey by thefive year olds (is of May 1, 1

olds as thee year olds o to kindergarten, and about ten times
14+nistry of

r
Eiluciitionli`Thus, seven times as many four year

,

as many five year olds, when compared with three year olds,
attend such preschool institutions. This means that the older
the child (and, thus, the closer to eligibility for compulsory
educition), the. higher the percentage of enrollment in
kindergarten in Japan.



This tendency is more p unced in cities than in rural
areas, For example, in Tokyo, 9 scent of five year olds, 88
pereent of fbur year olds, and 26 pe nt of three year olds go to
kindergartens and day nurseries almost all parents of
four and five year olds, who haven been 'admitted into such
institutions earlier for various reasons,- wish to send their
children to kindergarten to make sure they receive proper child
education before receiving compulsory ,education at elemen-
tary school. This trend will mot likely continue and the &sire
of such parents for better child education will surely grow
stronger M the future.

Interests among Japanese Parents
in the Education of Their Children

Most Japanese parents are interested in the education of
their children, which is indicated in part by their keen interest
in picture books.

A survey on the attitudes of mothers, toward picture
books was conducted at six k_indergartens in Tokyo, each
involving different social and living environments. The 274
mothers of five year olds were asked to state their reasons for
giving picture books to their children. It was found that many
of -these mothers do this simply for the purpose of child
education.

Results of the Survey show that Japanese mothers give
their, children picture books for the following reasons.

Percentage
They want their children to find

the joy of reading 81
They want them to be more

creative and imaginative 66
They want them to be knowledgeable -52
They want them to learn words 25
They want them to become familiar

with pictured 20
They want to use pict e books

to teach manners
They want to make the parent-child

relationship better and
more meaningful 19

Their children want picture books 18
Mothers; themselves, like picture books

and want their children
to read them 8 ,

humaji



a same survey, 80 percent of thichildren
Otheis at home 1In siddition,

nt of the Children, have picture books read by their
mothers aft**, and only 8 percent answered that their mothers

-do not read picture books for them at home. This indicates that,
through thif positivi e'fforti of their mothers; a majority of
children are familiar with picture books before they go to
kindergarten and .days nursery.

Mental and Attitude Changes c.
Children in 'Group Situations

ntsil and , attitude changes of children in group
tuations over the period of one year can be divided into six

steps.
The 04'45_400m Periedwhen childrenaTe.put d new_

environment (kindergarten) and, feeling mentally insecure,
d ally find for themselves a place to feel secure. This er 'od

around April, the new 'school-year in Japan.
The second step is the period when these children,

having found what they can do in their new surroundings, try
to approach others

The third-step id-when the children become interested in
"r surroundings and begin to expand their activities.

After the summer vacation comes the so-called "recurrence
in early September when children again feel a bit

insecure and show the symptoms of the first step. However,
they soon recover.

The fourth step is characteri2ed by the children's
preference of friends, games, and activities. They make full
efforts in their activities.

In the fifth step, children develop positive attitudes to
assist them in overcoming difficulties in their activities.
During this period, they show interest in what is going on
around them.

The sixth step is the period when individual children,
the best of their ability, face their life at kindergarten

squarely.
Among these six steps, we can consider that the NO

step, which comes around April (the new school year), is the



y unstable period for children; the second
ps are the stable periods; the fourth, fifth, and sixth 'steps

(after the summer vacation) are when individual children
demonstrate their abilities.

Children's Mentat Progress and the. of Picture Books
In these six steps, it has been found to be very effective to

use picture books in the development of children's abilities.
That is, in the first step, when children are mentally insecure in
the new environment, they can be made to feel at ease if they
are provided picture books they are already familiar with.at
home. In additiOn, by reading such picture books .aloud to
groups of children, teachers can communicate, with them. The
reading aloud also helps the children feel secure by providing

Ahem th something in common.
Aa these children enter the second step, picture books

give, an an even greater sense ofieecunty; the books may
remind them of past experiences before attending kinder-
garten. For instance, the book Peekaboo, written by Miyoko
Matsutani with pictures by Yasuo Segawa and published b_ y
Dohshin-sha, is a good book for children to talk to and play
with by themselves. And by talking to the figures in the book,
children can imagine playing with them. The Curious Little
Kitten (originally copyrighted in 1956 by Bernadine Cook)
shows the pictures in sequence from left to Tight, which helps
children to follow the story very easily. As a result,- just by
following the pictures, these children will show interest in the
book, reacting honestly to the story told. This particular book
has pictures and uses only the simplest possible lines and
ecpreksions to tell a story, with selected dialogue. Thus, it is
very suitable as teaching material for children in kinder-
garten.

In the third step of development, children expand their
experiences and verify them through picture books. In the
process, they come to have common understandings. Through
such processes, they learn to enjoy the company of others in
group situations. These children love to listen to old folktales
from Japan and other countries. For example, The Three Billy
Goats Gruff is one of many stories familiar to Japanese
children.
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hildren in the third step also like to look at pictures and
listen stories of one's experiences such as Swimmy
(copyright 1963 by Leo Lionni and published by Pantheon
Books), which, tells how Ito find the joy of group life. Many
children will find the story interesting and easy to accept.

After the summer recess, through the fourth and the fifth
steps (September to December), children begin td have deiper
association with others through picture books. And while a
sense of companionship grows among children in these steps
of child development, a sense of competition with others is also
created. Teachers can let the children find. how to behave in
group situations. They have a strong tendency to want to en-
gage in group play with others. With proper guidance by teach-

rem, they can develop group playing abilities based on their
'past experiences. At the same time, a sense of companionship
develops among them as they tr9 to divide the'roles of each
member of a group or the whole class to; chieve common goals
and to settle quarrels among themselves. And being able to
adjust themselves to such developments, these children crime
to understand and enjoy the following stories: .

The Selfish-Monkey and the Good- Natured Crab
Old Japanese folklbre story about a selfish monkey

being forced by a group of crabs to reflect on his bad
behavior.
The Little House by Virginia Lee Burton, Houghton
Mifflin, 1942.

This American story centers on a small house in the
country, which faces a danger of being destroyed for new
and modern buildings. But, in the end, the people realize
how important it is to keep traditional things in this age
of modernization, And the small rural house survives in
another rural area.
Die Bremer Stadtmusikante4 (The Musicians of Bre-
men) copyright by Hans Fischer, 1948.

In this fairy tale by Jacob Grimm, aging animals work
together, with their special talents, to get rid of a thief.
The Tree of Mochi Mochi, Japan Creative Picture Book,
written by Ilyusuke Saito with pictures by JiniTakidaira,
1971. Pririted in Japan.

A five year old boy named Ma eta, who lives with his
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hunter grandfather, is too cowardly to get up at night by
himself to urinate. However, one evening when his
beloved grandfather is dying, Mameta gges alone for a
doctor to save his grandfather. And that night, Mameta
sees the lighted tree of Mochi Mochi, which can only be
seen by courageous children.
By the sixth step (January to March), children should

understand the sentirkwnt of picture books. They are already
able to enjoy the basic stories of picture books in the fourth and
fifth steps: And by this time of the school year, they can enter
into the sentiments of characters in the picture book stories
and discuss them with other children.

Children in the sixth step tend to enjoy games that arouse
their intellecttl interests. They also know what they want to
do. And they seek to demonstrate their own abilities in a
groupthey may encourage their friends to join their play or to
think up a new game; and by doing this their groups, or the
whole class, begin to act on their own initiative. In this step, the
number of those interested in words and characters increases
and you see children enjoying picture books by themselves. In
addition, they find something in common with others_ Their
sentiment&and facilities with speech are developed as well as
their creativity and imagination; and with picture books they
can confirm their own personal experiences, expand them, and
gain new knowledge. As a result, they tend to prefer reading
picture books that will takd them to the world of imagination
and fantasy.

Children in the sixth step should have picture books
which give variety in substance, give thrills and the spirit of
adventure, appeal to the emotions, and can be appreciated by
the children who share the world of fantasy with their friends_

The First Errand, Japan Creative Picture Book, written
by Yoriko Tsutsui with pictures by Meiko Hayaski.

A five year old girl is sent on her first errand by her
mother to buy milk for her baby sister. She worries about
her first errand, loses her money but is delighted to find it
later, feels a bit ignored ax_ ;t,he store because she is not tall
enough to be noticed by the people behind the counter,
but in the end she does the errand..well. The girl feels a
sense of accomplishment and satisfaction for the first
time in her life after she gives the -milk to her mother.
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Steps

First
(April)

Second
.(May to
June)

Third
(July)

Fourth
(September to
October)

Mental and Attitude Changes of
Five Year Old Children

Mental
State

7nITs s e

s and
it

insecure
-r-

0,

0

0

r, Stable

Fifth r-
(November to t

leiisitive,j
. December).

Sixth jTrial
January to 1 and
March) 1 error i

A

7.

0

Changes

Children enter
the unknown
world (new
environment)

Children begin
to understand
their environment
and what is
going on

Children find
their own place
in the group to
which they belong

Chin e n bet,gtihne

1

Children can take
constructive actions

Children are
capable of
taking up a
challenge

gest
and
recovery:

Self-
Acknowledge ment

i Demonstra thin I )Self' Assurance)
of one's own L

!abilities

Use of Picture Books

r

hik, surroundings.
with new teachers
Children feel they
are accepted by the -_chers

*Children -find out tttiw
to spend time
Children find their
way around

Children begin to have
their own places
Children feel they are
recognized by the teachers
Children find their own
positions in class

Children's attention is
shifted to their
surroundings (they
find they can make
friends with others)
Children begin to find
things they want to do

*Children have confidence
in their teachers
Children are able to act
according to the
lifestyle in kindergarten
Children begin to have
something in common
with their friends
Children begin to
find what they want

Children feel a
sense of success
and accomplishment
Children work toward
their own goals
without anxiety



Suho's White Horse, a folklore story in Mongolia, retold
by Yuzo Ohtsuka with pictures by Suekichi Akaba.
Printed in Japan.

A boy shepherd named Suho lives in the Mongolian
steppe. One day he sees a white horse and decides to look
after the horse. But the horse is found by the king of
Mongolia and taken away from the boy. The horse is
killed while trying to flee to the boy master, and the-
Mongolian musical instrumentthe harp with the head
of a horse which is made of the horse's bonesis left with
the boy. When he play_ s the harp, the beautiful melodies
keep the villagers in peace.
The Book of A,I,U,E,0 (Japanese Alphabet), pictures by
Mitsuyoshi Anno. Anno's Alphabet, M. Anno, Crowell,
1975.

The book deals humorously with the characteristics in
sound and shape of the 50 letters from A to N in the
Japanese alphabet.
The Book of ABC, pictures by Mitsuyoshi Anno.

This is a fantasy picture book with each letter of the
alphabet looking like a piece of wood. The author fills
this book with his imagination and humor.
These picture books give proper guidance to the children

in the sixth stage of development. The books satisfy the
intellectual needs and interests of the children, enable them to
develop and demonstrate their imaginations, and help them
indulge themselves in their fantasy worlds.

Conclusion
Children go through constant mental development in

group situations, in kindergarten or nursery school, by living
with others. The use of picture books has proved to be very
effective for the total growth of children as human beings.

And now we can select picture books which are superb in
artistic quality and substantial in content. We can find such
good picture books on a worldwide basis.
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Encouraging the Reacting Habit

Ralph C. Staiger
International Reading Association
Newark, Delaware
United States of America

Most of us believe that it is desirable that the reading habit be
encouraged. We agree, in principle, but we may not agree on the
details of stimulating children and adults to become habitual
readers. For one thing, we recognize that, although we tend to
want to create readers in our own imagereaders interested in
the same books and ideas as those we cherishwe know that
individuals differ in their leanings and concerns, and we
cannot realistically expect to create clones of our reading
selves.

Unfortunately, teachers in the United States and many
other countries have not taken much time for encouraging the
reading habit. The norm appears to be that teachers spend so
much energy imparting information that there is little time left
for creating a love for books and reading. There are many
exceptions, and it is significant that students, in their later
years, remember those teachers who have pushed their
frontiers back and who have forced them to become learners.
Students quickly forget the knowledge-dispensers.

Why Do People Read?
Gray and Rogers (2) have presented a carefully compiled

list of purposes for reading which suggests that the habit of
using reading is based upon real human needs. Variations in
motivation for reading may occur in various cultures through-



out the world, but this of purposes provides a useful
foundation:

1. As a ritual, or from force of habit
2. From a sense of duty
3. To kill time
4. To know and understand current happenings
5. For immediate personal satisfaction or valuefor

fun, pleasure, escape
6. To further avocational intereststo learn about

hobbies
7. To carry on and promote professional or vocational

interests
8. To meet personal-social demands
9. To meet sociocivic needs and demands (good citizen-

ship)
10. For self-development or improvement, including ex-

tension of cultural background
11. To satisfy intellectual demand
12. To satisfy' spiritual needs
Lapsed readers offer many excuses for not reading.

Radio and television have been blamed, as have "poor eyes,"
and "too much housework." One never knows the truth in all
cases, and we can always find exceptions such as people with
poor eyes who enjoy radio and television and those who do a lot
of housework and also read a great deal.

Of the several case studies of mature readers included in
the Gray and Rogers study, the individual who was most
nearly mature in all areas (Case Y-3) was a professional
woman, whose activity in civic affairs contributed to her
breadth and depth of interests, as well as her purposes for
reading. Her awareness of these purposes was outstanding, as
were the intellectual challenge of the material read, the
richness of ideas involved, and the varying difficulty of what
she read. While some reading was at a level of great interest
and penetration, some of it was at a superficial levelmerely to

`satisfy a passing interest or whim. This was especially
striking, for her schedule allowed little time to spend in
reading. She did not use the frequently heard excuse that there
was not enough time for reading.
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Much later; in a quite different context, Kt:mar:is (4)
reported a similar finding. In spite of having'less leisure time,
Hungarian workers who were continuing their education were
found tol3e reading greater quantities of material and also
reading more often than those who were not continuing their
schooling.

How Has Reading Been Encouraged
in Various Countries?

During the past few decades, a number of organized
attempts have been made to stimulate the reading of the
general public. I would like to share a few of them with you as
they were described in a recent Unesco publication (5).

Several different approaches were taken. Some were
directed at children of school age, others to the general adult
population, and some to both.

New Zealand
As most people in the book world know, 1972 was

celebrated as International Book Year, and national book
councils were established in many countries. As an initial
major undertaking, the New Zealand Book Council decided
that it would engage in a project which has become known as
"The Book Flood."

Many investigators were interested in why some
children had become habitual readers and others had not
However, no sustained and systematic experiment had been
conducted to test the assumption that reading tastes are likely
to be influenced by the supply of books available. The New
Zealand Department of Education, the School Library Service,
and several advisory committees to plan the project in detail
were also involved actively with the New Zealand Book
Council.

With the assistance of the New Zealand Centre for
Educational Research, the study was conducted in the city of
Auckland, where two primary schools had been identified by
local inspectors as having enrolled many children who had
limited access to books. Large numbers of Polynesian children
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from varying language backgrounds were in these schools.
There were few books in.their -classrooms, and the principals
of the schools showed high interest in the project. Each school
was to be supplied with 400-500 good books per classroom, from
entering classes through the fourth standard, and the effects of
this improved supply of books upon the reading habits,
interests, and skills of children were assessed as well as the
practices and views of the teachers. The experiments pointed
out the significant fact that the stack of books brought the
collections available to these schools up to the range and
quality of books which were available in the most favored 10-15
percent of schools of similar size and type.

According to informal observation by teachers and
visitors, the initial impact of the Book Flood was good. The
children seemed enthusiastic about the unaccustomed range of
attractive and interesting books; they spent more time reading
and talking about books; they borrowed more books for home
use and took books home for their parents to read. The
investigators were not satisfied with these observations,
however, for they do not tell us about the long term effects of
books on children's behavior.

The Evaluation Committee selected and devised suitable
tests, questionnaires, and rating scales. Initial baseline levels
were obtained for reading comprehension -vocabulary, and
listening skills; and a survey of reading interests was adapted
to assess the children's interests in books and other reading
materials. An attitude scale was used to assess the older
children's attitudes toward school, reading, and themselves.
The junior children's word recognition skillsti jetter identi-
fication, and familiarity with books and print were estimated
with standardized tests, and teacher ratings on a three-point
scale were used to assess the attitudes of the younger children.
In addition, the teachers who participated made confidential
assessments of their own practices and beliefs in the teaching
of reading, using a checklist devised by the Evaluation
Committee. All of these evaluations were made before the
books were made available, so that follow-up comparisons
could be made after the Book Flood had been in operation for
some time.

An intensive case study was made of five children from
each class. Questions were asked about books owned and read
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and about home baCkground, paiental interest, library
borrowing, television- viewing, and other factors likely to be
influenced by the Book Flood. Studies were made of the
children's reading behaviors, using informal reading inven-
tories and running records.

From the baseline data, it was seen that, in the life of the
typical Child in these schools, bo9ks and reading played a very
small part. Few children had favorite authors, and most had
little access to books. The average number of children in the
families represented in the study was five.' The average child
watched television for 22.5 hours per week, although some
claimed,over 47 hours of viewing. There were few books in the
home, and in one school 81 percent claimed that their parents
never read to them. In the other school, the proportion was 44
percent. More than half of the children never read a
newspaper. The vast majority spoke English at home, but for
many of them it was not their mother tongue.

One year later, additional measurements were taken, to
ascertain the long term impact of the Book Flood. The children
had more than doubled their reading as a result of the Flood.
The reading and listening comprehension test results were
very similar to those of an interim study. Listening compre-
hension improvement was the gteatest, and the children,
significantly in light of the nature of the group, held their own
in the general skills measured by the reading tests. This is
considered significant because children with language diffi-
culties, and from depressed socioeconomic and cultural
conditions, often lose ground rather than continue to gain,
when compared with the general population. The Book Flood
had marked effects during the first six months, and main-
tained these effects throughout the second year.

The teachers' views on the success of the experiment
were varied, but the majority of the staff was confident that the
project was successful in "hooking" many children on books. It
is interesting to observe that those teachers who reported a
decline in interest in the Book Flood also revealed that the
impact of the program upon their own behavior had been
minimal.

In the final paragraph of the evaluation, the success of
the Book Flood was summarized: "In sum, the majority of
teachers felt that availability of a Lich supply of 300-400 well-
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chosen books per classroom was a very commendable policy_ ,

and while not the critical factor in bringing children to a
lasting habit of reading, it was an important first step': Their
opinions are supported, by and large, with the information that
most children were consistently reading much more, that their
reading and listening skills were slowly but steadily improving,
and that they were becoming more familiar with books and
authors" (/).

'Significantly, the National Book League in the United
Kingdom has embarked on a long term experiment along the
same lines. The project is being funded by the British National
Bibliography Research Fund Committee, is being monitored
by Bradford University's Postgraduate School of Studies in
Research in Education, and will be followed with interest.

Australia
An example of how a professional public relations firm

can be used to promote a book week celebration is exemplified
in the OZBOOKWEEK in Melbourne.

The main objective of the campaign was to reach the 65
percent of the Australian public who are not regular book
purchasers. The public relations firm reported that OZBOOKWEEK
was an unqualified success.

The broad objectives of the program were to sharpen
awareness in the community of Australian books, to increase
the instance and frequency of buying and borrowing of
Australian books, to stimulate interest in Australian books,
and to enhance the attitudes of the Australian public to
Australian books.

The selection of an alternative name to Australian Book
Week was not easy. Eventually the name OZBOOKWEEK was
decided upon, as a memorable, different and informal title for
this book week celebration. "oz" was detived from a shortened
version of "Australia" which appears to be accepted equally by
the different groups of Australians, who were the target
audience.

The promotional activities weretied to individual books
by the use of an especially designed Australian book seal,
which could be affixed to book covers and so specify that this
was an Australian book. The design was also used in
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advertising, in general publicity, and in conjunction with
display material of various kinds.

Newspapers were encouraged to run either enlarged-
book features or special supplements on books, which would
help spread the message of OZBOOKWEEK. Each country
newspaper was sent a package of at least twenty book reviews
and additional editorial matter relating to Australian writing
and publishing. These were published in twenty-four large and
small newspapers, and it was estimated from reliable statistics
that over four million readers saw the ozBooKwEEK message at
the beginning of the week.

In some places, special ceremonies inaugurating
OZBOOKWEEK attracted a wider audience for the display and
aroused interest in Australian books. Some booksellers bought
space in local newspapers and used other media to draw
attention to the displays. Press clippings submitted by the
entrants indicated that the displays produced extensive
editorial and pictorial coverage. Book lists of Australian books
in the display were distributed and, in some cases, books
borrowed from the local library or foi sale at bookshops were
made available. ,Added strength was gained through the
involvement of many persons not connected with the book
trade in the display 'competition. Display staff, children, and
amateur photographers all participated enthusiastically. A
librarian in a small high school wrote of theresults, "I doubt
that any of the 3,000 inhabitants of our Shire were not made
aware of OZBOOKWEEK. Most of the students have been
wholeheartedly behind this activity and they worked together
as a team. Perhaps this competition has been one of the best
things to encourage such school spirit" (3).

A costumed creature known as-the Ozbookworrn person-
ified the celebration in many ways, and was seen by an
estimated 24,000 persons. Ozbookworm presented the Lord
Mayor of Melbourne with a special book at the opening
ceremony_ Liardet's Water Colors of Old Melbourne. In
Sydney, al Ozbookworm appeared for five days, for about
three minutes each day, in an excellent series of television
appearances. Ozbookworm also appeared in department stores
and city bookitores. A recommendation was made for a
children's teleliision series on the adventures of "Ozbookworm
in Literature Land." The actors who portrayed the Ozbook-
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worm reported that he created an instant audience with both
young and old.

Many other opportunities to publicize Ozbookworm were
taken all over Australia. In each of the six large cities, where
the great majority of the country's population lives, activities
such as radio and television interviews, special storytelling
sessions, and dinners were held.

Japan
A trip on a Japanese railroad train will convince a

foreigner that almost everyone in Japan reads. Yet,. the
Japanese say that their countrymen are not good book readers,
and , they have mounted numerous nationwide and local
reading campaigns. This is a country with very high literacy!

For thirty years, a National Book Week has been
sponsored by the Japan Council for the Promotion of Book
Reading. Book Week actually lasts for two weeks and is held at
the time of the Culture Day holiday, on November 3. Posters
are ,distributed throughout the country by way of schools,
libraries, bookstores, and sirilar agencies. Newspapers and
magazines devote pages to Veading promotion during this
period. Outstanding people and groups who have made
significant contributions to reading are given awards, and
lectures or study meetings concerning book reading are held in
many cities.

All of these activities are financed by the Japan Council
for the Promotion of Book Reading, with which all publishers,
newspapers, and booksellers are affiliated. One exception is a
lottery, sponsored by the Japanese Association of Bookstores,
which is designed to promote book buying. A ticket is given
during this period for each purchase of a book costing more
than 500 yen.

Also sponsored by the Japan Council, as well as some
other groups associated with newspapers and mass commu-
nication, is an annual Children's National Book Week. Under
this umbrella are conducted a wide range of activities which
encourage children to readchildren's book fairs, exhibitions
of picture books from around the world, book report contests,
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and the wide distribution of a pamphlet recommending 100
good books for children.

The doshuko Kanso-bun,which can be literally trans-
lated as "reading-impression composition," is different from

a
what is kilvn as a "book report" in many cultures. Japanese
children encouraged to write their own views on the
relationships between the theme of a book they have just read
and their past and future lives, as well, as summarizing the
book and telling what they thought of it

The nationwide contest, sponsored by the Mainichi
Newspapers and the Japan School Library Association, is
carried on at four levels: lower elementary_ elementary,
junior high school, and senior high school. About one million
children enter the contest each year. The first prize winner at-
each level is awarded the "Prime Minister's Prize," and is
given the honor of reading the report, before' the Imperial
Family. This is an extre ly creative use of the book report
iclqaand is a far cry fr the pedantic use of book reports
dre by children for many years_

e uniquely Japanese inclination toward group action
can .betieen in the devekpment of cooperative libraries called
"Bonito." Kyoko MatsuoV, the Director of the Tokyo Chil-
dren's Library, described he growth of the Bunko effectively
in an article which first appeared in the newsletter of the
Unesco Regional Centre for Book Development in Karachi in
April 1976.

A movement begun in 1960 by Natoju Muku in
Kagoshima Prefecture has spread all over Japan. In this plan,
children read aloud from a book for twenty minutes every day
while their, parents (usually their mothers) listen to them. This
simple plan has the advantages of having the parent and child
share the same feelings and obtain the same knowledge
through reading a book. It is also effective in promoting the
reading habit.

Another similar plan encourages mothers to read aloud
o heir infants and young children, even though little

com rehension of what is read takes place. The psychological
effect of such reading creates warmth and positive attitudes
toward books and reading which are difficult to duplicate In
later life.
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Corklusion
One of the purposes of the International Reading.

Association is to develop an awareness of the impact of reading
by encouraging the development of worthwhile reading tastes
and permanent interests in reading, promoting the formation
of lifetime habits of reading, and developing an appreciation of
the value of reading in a democratic society.

We have a responsibility to go beyond the teaching of the
skills of reading, beyond the setting of purposes for efficient
reading, beyond the diagnoSis of reading difficulties and the
identification of miscues in reading not only because we are
affiliated with the IRA, but because, as educated individuals, we
are responsible for carrying on the heritage of our people:
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